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An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 11 IntrodutionThe main objetive in the area of geometri or solid modeling is the e�etive spei�ation and manipu-lation of geometri objets using the omputer, see e.g. [10, 12℄. The ase where objets are imbedded inR3 is by far most important and has the largest number of appliations. Geometri modeling is loselyrelated to topis in topology where questions related to ontinuity and onnetivity are studied. Given anobjet in R3, a typial topologial question is how many onneted omponents, how many independenttunnels, and how many voids there are. The number of omponents, tunnels, and voids have onreteinterpretations. Examples are the number of heavenly bodies in a galaxy, the number of independentlosed routes that go around obstales, and the number of portions of a ell oupied by uid.Among the various approahes to modeling a geometri objet, we onsider simpliial omplexes,whih are olletions of simplies that �t together in a natural way to form the objet. In partiular,we relate our �ndings to �ltrations and alpha shapes, see e.g. [8℄. The alpha shape method starts witha �nite point set as input data and reates a representative family of geometri objets or shapes in anautomati and mathematially well-de�ned manner. Eah shape is obtained from a subomplex of theDelaunay triangulation of the point set, and the entire family of shapes forms a �ltration, see setion 2.This paper studies the algorithmi question of omputing the topologial onnetivity of suh objets,whih is expressed in terms of betti numbers of their homology groups. In R3, betti numbers ountonneted omponents, independent tunnels, and voids. It is in 3 dimensions where our algorithm isomplete and will probably �nd most of its appliations.In mathematial terminology, a geometri objet is a topologial spae imbedded in some Rd. Com-puting the homology groups of a topologial spae is one of the main interests in the �eld of algebraitopology, see e.g. [1, 9, 13, 14℄. If the simpliial omplex is small, then the homology group omputationsan be done by hand. To solve these problems in general, a lassi algorithm exists and is disussed inlength in [13℄. It forms matries and redues them to a anonial form, known as the Smith normal form[15℄, from whih one an read o� the homology groups of the omplex. The redution to Smith normalform is the bottlenek of this algorithm. Starting with [11℄, several methods have been proposed to speedup this part of the omputation. The only upper bound known on the worst-ase running time of thelassi redution algorithm is double-exponential in the size of the input. However, [5℄ has observed thatfor simpliial omplexes that arise in geometri design the matries are sparse, and it is argued that in aprobabilisti sense the algorithm then runs in time at most quadrati in the size of the omplex.We desribe a more diret method for omputing the betti numbers of the homology groups of sim-pliial omplexes in �nite dimensions. For simpliial omplexes in R3 � S3, the method leads to analgorithm whih runs in time O(n�(n)), where n is the number of simplies and �(n) is the extremelyslowly growing inverse of the Akermann funtion. If the omplex is represented so that the simpliesinident to a given simplex an be aessed in onstant time eah then this an be improved to time O(n).To ease the disussions, we initially deal with simpliial subomplexes of a triangulation of S3. Later,we show how our algorithm extends to omplexes imbedded in S3 without any strutural assumption onthe part of S3 not overed by the omplex. Setion 2 reviews some onepts from algebrai topology.Setions 3, 4, 5 and 6 develop the algorithm with an analysis and argument to its orretness. Setion 7applies the algorithm to the alpha shape approah to solid modeling. [4℄ is a more tehnial version ofthis paper. In that version, our method's rigorous proof of orretness using Mayer-Vietoris sequenesappears.



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 22 Conepts in Algebrai TopologyThe algorithms presented in this paper are reasonably intuitive and an easily be understood withouttoo many tehnial de�nitions. However, a better appreiation and a deeper understanding ould beattained if the reader is familiar with the onepts from homology theory presented in this setion. Ourterminology follows the one in [13℄.Simplies, simpliial omplexes, and triangulations. For 0 � k � d, a k-simplex � in Rd is theonvex hull of a set T of k + 1 aÆnely independent points. The dimension of � is dim� = jT j � 1 = k.For every non-empty U � T , the simplex �0 de�ned by U is a fae of �. We say that �0 and � are inidentif �0 is a fae of �. In three dimensions we use the terms vertex for 0-simplex, edge for 1-simplex, trianglefor 2-simplex, and tetrahedron for 3-simplex.A olletion of simplies, K, is a simpliial omplex if it satis�es two properties, namely (i) if �0 is afae of � and � 2 K then �0 2 K, and (ii) if �1; �2 2 K then �1 \ �2 is either empty or a fae of both.The largest dimension of any simplex in K is the dimension of K. All simplies in this paper have �nitedimension, and all omplexes are �nite olletions of simplies. The underlying spae of K, denoted jjKjj,is the set of all points in Rd ontained in at least one simplex of K. A subset L � K is a subomplex of Kif it is a simpliial omplex itself. It is proper if L 6= K. A partiular subomplex of K is its k-skeletonK(k) = f� 2 K j dim� � kg. For example, the 1-skeleton of K is a simple graph in Rd. The omponentsof K are the equivalene lasses of the transitive losure of the inidene relation. K is onneted if it hasonly one omponent. Sine K is a simpliial omplex it is onneted i� K(1) is onneted.An imbedding of a topologial spae A in another suh spae B is a ontinuous one-to-one map from Ato B so that its inverse, restrited to the image, is also ontinuous. It is a homeomorphism if the map isalso onto, that is, B is its image. A and B are homeomorphi if there is a homeomorphism between A andB. A triangulation of B is a simpliial omplex, T , whose underlying spae, jjT jj, is homeomorphi to B.Clearly, the underlying spae of every subomplex of T has an imbedding in B. We say the subomplexis imbeddable in B. The d-sphere, Sd, is the set of points x 2 Rd+1 with unit Eulidean distane from theorigin. K is a proper subomplex of a triangulation of Sd if and only if it is imbeddable in Rd, e.g. bystereographi projetion.Boundary, yles, and homology. Eah k-simplex of a simpliial omplex K an be oriented byassigning a linear ordering on its verties, denoted � = [u0; u1; : : : ; uk℄. Two orientations are the same ifone sequene di�ers from the other by an even number of transpositions. The boundary of � is�k� = kXi=0(�1)i[u0; u1; : : : ; ûi; : : : ; uk℄;where the hat means that ui is omitted. If � is a vertex then �0� = 0. So �k maps eah oriented k-simplexto a formal sum of oriented (k� 1)-simplies. A formal sum of integer multiples of oriented k-simplies isalled a k-hain. If the oeÆient of a k-simplex in some k-hain is non-zero we say the simplex belongsto the hain. The group of k-hains is denoted as Ck = Ck(K). The map �k naturally extends to theboundary homomorphism �k : Ck ! Ck�1 de�ned by�k(Xj aj�j) =Xj aj�k�j ;where the aj are integers and the �j are k-simplies of K. Note that a (k� 1)-simplex an our in morethan one term of this sum, and these terms are ombined by adding the oeÆients.



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 3A number of interesting groups an be de�ned using the boundary homomorphism. The group ofk-yles, Zk = Zk(K), is the kernel of �k, that is, the subgroup of k-hains z 2 Ck with �kz = 0. Thegroup of k-boundaries, Bk = Bk(K), is the image of �k+1, that is, the subgroup of k-hains z 2 Ck forwhih there exists a (k + 1)-hain z0 2 Ck+1 with z = �k+1z0. It an be shown that �k�k+1z0 = 0 forevery (k + 1)-hain z0, so Bk is a subgroup of Zk. A k-yle z 2 Zk bounds if it is also in Bk. Finally,the quotient group Hk = Hk(K) = ZkjBk is the k-th homology group of K. Eah element of Hk is alass of homologous k-yles. In other words, we treat two yles the same in Hk if they di�er by ayle that bounds. Therefore, we an interpret Hk as a measure of the frequeny of k-yles that are notk-boundaries.It is known, see e.g. [13℄ and [1, hapter X, x1℄, that Hk(K) is isomorphi to a diret sumZ�k = Z� Z� : : :� Zwith �k � 0 opies of Z, whenever K is imbeddable in S3. Then �k = �k(K) = �(Hk) is alled the k-thbetti number of K.The homology groups are therefore determined up to isomorphism by their betti numbers. The k-thbetti number is the maximal number of independent k-yles that do not bound. Intuitively, the 0-thbetti number, �0, is the number of omponents or onneted piees, the 1-st betti number, �1, is thenumber of independent \tunnels", and the 2-nd betti number, �2, is the number of \voids" or losedhollow three dimensional spaes of jjKjj.Examples. Consider the simpliial omplex K determined by all faes of a tetrahedron. The dimension ofK is three whih is the dimension of the tetrahedron. The skeleton subomplexes of K are shown in �gure1. Let z be the 1-hain [a; b℄+[b; ℄+[; a℄. Beause �[a; b; ℄ = [b; ℄� [a; ℄+[a; b℄ = [a; b℄+[b; ℄+[; a℄, we
�0 = 4�1 = 0�2 = 0 �0 = 1�1 = 3�2 = 0 �0 = 1�1 = 0�2 = 1 �0 = 1�1 = 0�2 = 0K(0) K(1) K(2) K(3)a bd

Figure 1: K(0) is the set of four points forming four omponents. K(1) is the omplete graph with four verties,onsisting of one omponent and three independent tunnels. K(2) is K without the tetrahedron, forming oneomponent, no tunnels, and one void. K = K(3) has one omponent but no tunnels nor voids.say z bounds in K(2) but it does not bound in K(1) whih ontains no 2-simplies whatsoever. z boundsso it must be a 1-yle, and indeed �z = (b � a) + ( � b) + (a � ) = 0. Therefore, [a; b℄; [b; ℄ and [; a℄eah belong to the 1-yle z. The yles z1 = [a; ℄ + [; b℄ + [b; d℄ + [d; a℄ and z2 = [a; b℄ + [b; d℄ + [d; a℄ arehomologous in H1(K(2)) beause z2�z1 = z. However, z1 and z2 are not homologous in H1(K(1)) beause



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 4z does not bound in K(1). Finally, note that every 1-yle in K(1) is homologous to a formal sum of theindependent 1-yles z; z2 and z3 = [a; d℄ + [d; ℄ + [; a℄. Therefore, �1(K(1)) = 3.Filtrations. A �ltration is a sequene of simpliial omplexes, where every omplex is a proper sub-omplex of its suessor. If �1; �2; : : : ; �n is a sequene of simplies, then K1;K2; : : : ;Kn, with Ki =f�1; �2; : : : ; �ig, is a �ltration, provided eah Ki is a genuine simpliial omplex. We all the sequene ofsimplies the �lter of the �ltration. Figure 2 illustrates an example �ltration.
a d b

Figure 2: ;; a; b; ; ab; d; a; b; ad; d; ab; bd; d; ad; bd; abd is a �lter produing the above �ltration. Thelast omplex in the orresponding �ltration ontains all faes of a tetrahedron.3 The Inremental MethodThe input to the method is a �lter �1; �2; : : : ; �m suh that the simpliial omplex K = Km is imbeddablein S3. Only to make the exposition easier, we assume in this and the next two setions that K is asubomplex of a triangulation of S3. The inremental method proesses the �lter to ompute the bettinumbers of K. At eah step, the betti numbers of Ki are omputed as a funtion of the betti numbers ofKi�1, the simplex �i, and the omplex Ki�1 itself.The largest dimension of any simplex an be at most 3, so exept possibly for dimensions between 0and d = 3 inlusive, all betti numbers of K vanish. In fat, if K is not a omplete triangulation of S3, Kis imbeddable in R3 and �3(K) = 0. To ompute �`(K), for 0 � ` � 3, we use the following inrementalmethod.for ` := 0 to d do b` := 0 endfor;for i := 0 to m dok := dim�i;if �i belongs to a k-yle of Ki then bk := bk + 1 else bk�1 := bk�1 � 1 endifendfor.Reall that �i belongs to a k-yle of Ki if �i is part of a k-hain of Ki whose boundary is 0. Suh a



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 5k-yle is neessarily non-bounding beause no simplex in Ki�1 has �i as a fae by the �lter property. If�i is a vertex, so dim�i = 0, then �i belongs to a 0-yle by de�nition. Hene, there will be no aess toan unde�ned variable b�1. The above method is omplete if we an give a onrete proedure for deidingwhether or not �i belongs to a k-yle of Ki. We will sloppily refer to this operation as \deteting ak-yle". This will be disussed in the next setion.Corretness. All algorithms in this paper are derivatives of the inremental method. We give a some-what informal argument for its orretness. A formal proof using Mayer-Vietoris sequenes an be foundin [4℄.If �i belongs to a k-yle of Ki, then the addition of �i to Ki introdues a new set of k-yles. This setis independent from the k-yles of Ki�1 beause eah new k-yle ontains �i whih is absent from Ki�1.Moreover, the addition of one of these new yles to a maximal set of independent k-yles of Hk(Ki�1)that do not bound forms a maximal set for Hk(Ki). Hene, the k-th betti number inreases by 1, whihmirrors the ation of the inremental method.If �i does not belong to a k-yle of Ki, then no new k-yle is introdued. However, Ki and Ki�1are simpliial omplexes that di�er only by �i. Therefore, the simplies belonging to ��i are all in Ki�1.Note that ��i is a (k � 1)-yle in Ki�1 sine ���i = 0. Furthermore, ��i does not bound a k-hain inKi�1, for if it does, �i will belong to a k-yle in Ki. Hene, the addition of �i auses ��i to bound in Kiand to beome homologous to 0. Therefore, the size of the maximal set of independent (k � 1)-yles ofHk�1(Ki) that do not bound is one less than that of Hk�1(Ki�1). That is, �k�1(Ki) = �k�1(Ki�1) � 1,whih is the ation taken by the inremental method.We note that the inremental method is orret for all d � 0. Unfortunately, we an only detet 0,1and (d� 1)-yles, making the method omplete only for d � 3.Remark on Euler numbers. It is interesting to note that the inremental method is suÆient to imply alassi theorem on the Euler number of a simpliial omplex. Let �k denote the number of k-simplies ofK. The Euler number of K is de�ned as � =Pdk=0(�1)k�k. The theorem asserts that3.1 � =Pdk=0(�1)k�k,see e.g. [13, hapter 2, x22℄. Let �0k be the number of k-simplies �i 2 K so that �i belongs to a k-yleof Ki. Hene �k = � 0k + �00k, where � 00k is the number of k-simplies �i that do not belong to any k-yleof Ki. Following the omputations we get �k = � 0k � � 00k+1. So� = dXk=0(�1)k�k = dXk=0(�1)k(� 0k + � 00k) = dXk=0(�1)k(� 0k � � 00k+1) = dXk=0(�1)k�kbeause � 000 = �00d+1 = 0.4 Supporting Data StruturesVerties trivially belong to 0-yles, so they do not require any data struture support to distinguishbetween ases. We have good data strutures for deteting 1-yles, and for deteting (d�1)-yles whenthe simpliial omplex of interest is a subomplex of a triangulation of Sd. For d � 3 we thus an over



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 6all ases and get an eÆient algorithm. We �rst disuss 1-yles. The solution for 2-yles is similar andan be extended to deteting (d� 1)-yles in omplexes imbedded in Sd.Deteting 1-yles. Let �i be a 1-simplex. It belongs to a 1-yle of Ki i� it belongs to a 1-yle ofK(1)i . K(1)i is a graph, and various eÆient methods for deteting 1-yles (yles) in graphs are known,see e.g. [3℄. For ompleteness we desribe the method that �ts best into our framework. It is based on adata struture for the so-alled union-�nd problem.A union-�nd data struture represents a olletion of elements partitioned into a system of pairwisedisjoint sets. It supports the following types of operations.add(u): Add u as the only element of a singleton set, fug, to the system.find(u): Determine and return (the name of) the set that ontains u.union(A;B): Replae the sets A and B by their union, A [B.In our appliation, the elements are the verties of the 1-skeleton and the sets orrespond to its ompo-nents. Initially, the system is empty. The union-�nd struture needs to be updated only if �i is a vertexor an edge. Assume the union-�nd struture represents K(1)i�1, and onsider the next simplex, �i. If �i isa vertex then add(�i) adds it to the system. If �i is an edge onneting verties u and v then we �ndthe orresponding sets, A := find(u) and B := find(v). If A = B then u and v belong to the sameomponent of K(1)i�1 and thus �i belongs to a 1-yle. Otherwise, �i does not belong to any 1-yle in K(1)i .Rather it onnets two omponents whih must now be merged. This is done by alling union(A;B).Deteting 2-yles. To detet 2-yles we assume that K is a subomplex of a triangulation T =f�1; �2; : : : ; �m; : : : ; �ng of S3, and that the ordering of the simplies forms a �lter. For 0 � i � n, de�ne�Ki = T � Ki. Note that �Ki is in general not a simpliial omplex. However, it satis�es the reverse ofproperty (i), namely (i') if �0 is a fae of � and �0 2 K then � 2 K. This an be used to haraterize the2-yles of Ki in terms of the omponents of a graph. Let V be the set of tetrahedra of �Ki, and let E bethe set of pairs of tetrahedra, fa; bg, so that a \ b is a triangle in �Ki. The graph Gi with node set V andar set E is termed the dual graph of �Ki.Let �i be a triangle. �i belongs to a 2-yle in Ki i� Gi has one more omponent than Gi�1. So thismeans that �i belongs to a 2-yle in Ki i� it does not belong to a 1-yle in Gi�1. Adding a simplexto Ki�1 means removing the same simplex from �Ki�1. Hene it appears that the dual graph must bemaintained through a sequene of node and ar removals, whih is omputationally more expensive thana similar sequene of node and ar insertions. For this reason we reverse the proessing order of the �lterand obtain the empty omplex by starting with T and removing a simplex at a time. This is done onlyfor deteting 2-yles and does not a�et other omputations.The data struture used to represent Gi, and thus �Ki, is again a union-�nd struture. Its elementsare the nodes of Gi (the tetrahedra of �Ki), and the sets in the system represent the omponents of Gi.Initially, i = n, Gn = (;; ;), and the system that represents Gn is empty. The representation of G0 (thedual graph of T = T � ;) is built by proessing the simplies �n down to �1. Of ourse, only tetrahedraand triangles have any e�et on the data struture.To go from Gi to Gi�1 we add the simplex �i to �Ki. If �i is a tetrahedron then add(�i) adds it tothe system. In the forward diretion this orresponds to removing an isolated node of Gi�1 to obtainGi. If �i is a triangle then an ar onneting the two inident tetrahedra is added to Gi, resulting inGi�1. Using two find operations, we an test whether or not the two tetrahedra belong to the same



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 7omponent of Gi. If they do then no further ation is required. Otherwise, the two tetrahedra belongto two di�erent omponents of Gi, represented by two sets A 6= B in the system. These two sets aremerged by alling union(A;B). In the forward diretion this orresponds to splitting a omponent. Theommuniation between the main algorithm, whih runs forward, and the 2-yle detetion mehanism,whih runs bakward, is based on marks left with triangles �i that belong to a 2-yle of Ki. These arethe triangles that ause the exeution of a union operation.5 Algorithm DetailsAfter establishing the ingredients in setions 3 and 4, we put things together to obtain the algorithmin omplete detail. We do this only for d = 3 dimensions. Already in 4 dimensions we lak an eÆientalgorithm for deteting 2-yles, and we annot even ompute the 1-st homology group beause thisrequires deteting 1- and 2-yles. For the moment, assume that the input onsists of a triangulation ofS3 of whih the simpliial omplex of interest is a subomplex.The inremental algorithm. Let T = f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng be a triangulation of S3, and for 0 � i � nde�ne Ki = f�1; �2; : : : ; �ig, as before. We assume that eah Ki is a simpliial omplex. The omplex ofinterest is K = Km, with m � n.The �rst phase of the algorithm marks every simplex, �i, that belongs to a yle of the same dimensionin Ki. Eah vertex belongs to a 0-yle, so all verties get marked. To mark the appropriate edges weproess the simplies in forward diretion and maintain a union-�nd struture for K(1)i . An edge is markedi� it does not ause a union operation. For marking the appropriate triangles we proess the simpliesin bakward diretion, from �n down to �1. A union-�nd struture representing the dual graph, Gi, of�Ki = T � Ki is maintained, and a triangle is marked i� it auses a union operation. Finally, the onlytetrahedron that belongs to a 3-yle at the time it is proessed is �n. This is the only tetrahedron thatgets marked.The seond phase ounts the marked and unmarked simplies and derives the betti numbers as simplesums of these numbers. This is done by sanning the simplies one more, in forward diretion.b0 := b1 := b2 := b3 := 0;for i := 1 to m dok := dim�i;if �i is marked then bk := bk + 1 else bk�1 := bk�1 � 1 endifendfor.The only ase where we get b3 6= 0 is when K ontains all tetrahedra of T and thus is a triangulation ofS3. If K is imbeddable in R3 then K 6= T and we an drop b3 from the algorithm.The analysis. The verties, edges, triangles, and tetrahedra in T ause di�erent ations in the algorithm.Let �k be the number of k-simplies in T , for 0 � k � 3. Observe that 2�3 = �2 � �1 � 2�0. Sinen = �0+�1+�2+�3 we have n � 3�2 and n � 6�3, that is, at least one third of all simplies are trianglesand at least one sixth of them are tetrahedra.It is lear that phase 2 of the algorithm takes only O(n) time. Similarly, the verties and the lasttetrahedron an be marked in time O(n). The forward proess, whih marks edges, exeutes a sequene



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 8of �0 add operations, 2�1 find operations, and at most �0 � 1 union operations. Using a standardimplementation of the union-�nd struture this takes time O((�0 + �1)�(�0; �1)), where �(x; y) is theextremely slowly growing inverse of Akermann's funtion, see e.g. [3℄. Similarly, the bakward proess,whih marks triangles, exeutes �3 add operations, 2�2 find operations, and at most �3 � 1 unionoperations. This takes time O((�3 + �2)�(�3; �2)). Reall the ustomary notation �(x) = �(x; x).5.1 Let K be a subomplex of a triangulation T of S3, with jT j = n. The possibly non-vanishing bettinumbers of K, �0; �1; �2; �3, an be omputed in time O(n�(n)) and storage O(n).6 Algorithm ImprovementsIf K is a subomplex of a triangulation of S2 then no bakward omputation is neessary. Hene, thereis no need to onsider any of the simplies that do not belong to K. The result an then be improved totime O(m�(m)) and storage O(m). The following improvements are possible for omplexes imbedded inS3.Using depth-�rst searh. Consider the ase where the simpliial omplex is represented by a datastruture so that for a given � the simplies inident to � an be aessed in onstant time. An exampleof suh a data struture is the adjaeny-list representation whih is ommon for graphs. The nodes areelements of a linear array. An ar is given as an index pair, so the inident nodes an be found in onstanttime by array look-up. The ars inident to a node are represented by a linear list whose address is storedwith the node. Given a node it is thus possible to aess the inident ars in onstant time per ar. Forour purpose it will be suÆient to have an adjaeny-list representation for T (1), the 1-skeleton of T , andfor G0, the dual graph of �K0 = T .Depth-�rst searh is a standard graph searh method that takes onstant time per ar (edge ortriangle) and an distinguish between ars that omplete a yle and ars that onnet to a new node,see e.g. [3℄. Using the data struture for T (1) we an use depth-�rst searh to properly mark the edgesof T . Using the data strutures for G0 we an use depth-�rst searh to properly mark its triangles. Itis important to notie that the two depth-�rst searhes are not oordinated with eah other. Indeed, toahieve O(n) running time the searh of T (1) needs the freedom to visit the edges in any order it pleases.Similar for G0. Fortunately, every sequene in whih verties preede edges, edges preede triangles, andtriangles preede tetrahedra is a �lter. In partiular, the sequene in whih the edges are ordered by howthey are visited by the searh of T (1) and the triangles are ordered in reverse by how they are visited bythe searh of G0 is a �lter. The betti numbers an now be omputed by traversing this �lter and ountingmarked and unmarked simplies as before. This leads to the following improvement of 5.1.6.1 Let K be a subomplex of a triangulation T of S3, with jT j = n, and assume the 1-skeleton andthe dual graph of T are given by their adjaeny-list representations. Then the betti numbers of Kan be omputed in time and storage O(n).Remark. The improvement with depth-�rst searh sari�es the ability to presribe the order of thesimplies. This ability is ruial for our appliation to alpha shapes disussed in the next setion.Non-triangulated omplex omplement. Up until now, we have assumed that K = Km is a subom-plex of a triangulation of S3. Now, we relax this requirement and assume only K imbedded in R3 is given,



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 9and its omplement has no expliit representation. One way to solve this problem is to �rst onstruta ompatible triangulation of the omplement. We refer to [2℄ for an algorithm that onstruts suh atriangulation. What follows is a desription of another solution. For this, assume that K is representedso that for eah edge, e, the triangles inident on e an be enumerated in the order they wrap arounde, in onstant time per triangle. The data struture used in [8℄ is an example of a representation thatsatis�es this requirement.Observe that the inremental algorithm, as desribed earlier, uses a triangulation of the omplementof K only to mark triangles that belong to 2-yles. To do this without using a omplement triangulation,we build a multigraph M. Eah node of M is an ordered pair (t; s). t is a triangle of K and s 2 f+;�gorresponds to one of the two sides of t. (t; s) is not a node of M if t is inident on a tetrahedron of Kon side s of t. A way to distinguish the sides of a triangle is its orientation. The edges of K are thenproessed. For any two onseutive triangles t0 and t00 around an edge e, if t0 and t00 are not inident ona ommon tetrahedron of K, then (t0; s0) and (t00; s00) are joined by an ar of M. The values of s0 and s00follow from the orientations of t0; t00 and e. If e is inident on only one triangle t, then an ar joins (t;+)and (t;�). If e is inident on no triangle, no ar is introdued by e. Observe that the omponents of Morrespond to onneted surfae piees of jjKjj.The next step is to do a depth-�rst searh ofM. With no inrease in time omplexity, the omponentsof M an be identi�ed. For eah omponent, the nodes in the omponent an eah be made to point toa representative node. This reates the sets for the union �nd data struture, Mm, for M.We an now perform the reverse traversal of the �lter, starting with �m. Mm takes the plae of theunion-�nd data struture for Gm desribed in setion 4. If a tetrahedron �i is proessed, a new set isadded to Mi with elements (t; s), t a triangle in the boundary of �i and �i on the s side of t. When atriangle �i is visited, if find((�i;+)) 6=find((�i;�)), then union((�i;+); (�i;�)) is performed and �i ismarked. Otherwise, �i is left unmarked.After this step, the algorithm an proeed as before. Note that if only the betti numbers of K are ofinterest, then �0(K) an be omputed by performing a depth-�rst searh of the 1-skeleton, K(1), of K. Toompute �2(K), reate the graph N . The nodes of N are the triangles of K and two nodes are onnetedby an ar if the triangles share an edge. Like K(1), the number of omponents of N an be omputed byperforming a depth-�rst searh. Then, it is lear that �2(K) is just the number of omponents of Mmminus the number of omponents of N . Finally, �1(K) is omputed using the Euler formula and thevalues of �0(K) and �2(K). We get the following result.6.2 Let K be imbedded in R3 and let m be the number of simplies in K. If for eah edge e 2 K,the triangles inident on e an be enumerated in the order they wrap around e in O(1) time pertriangle, then the betti numbers of K an be omputed in time and storage O(m). Also, the bettinumbers of all Ki in the �ltration an be omputed in time O(m�(m)) and storage O(m).7 Signatures for Alpha ShapesThe inremental algorithm is useful espeially when the betti numbers of all simpliial omplexes in a�ltration need to be omputed. A ase when this happens is in the omputation of the betti numbersignatures for alpha shapes. A omprehensive disussion of the family of �-shapes of a �nite point setis beyond the sope of this paper. As a substitute we refer the reader to papers on two-dimensional [7℄



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 10and three-dimensional [8℄ �-shapes. Computing betti numbers for �-shapes is our main motivation fordeveloping the algorithms in this paper.A brief desription of three-dimensional �-shapes. Let S be a �nite point set in R3, with jSj � 4,and let D = D(S) be its Delaunay triangulation, see e.g. [6℄. Provided the points are in general position,D is indeed a simpliial omplex. Commonly, it is de�ned so that its underlying spae, jjDjj, is the onvexhull of S. It is more onvenient for us to add a point \at in�nity" and onnet it to all simplies on theboundary of the onvex hull of S. The resulting simpliial omplex is a triangulation of S3, whih wedenote by T .For eah non-negative real �, the �-omplex of S is a subomplex of D and therefore also of T . The�-shape of S is the underlying spae of the �-omplex. It is de�ned so that for � = 0 we get the pointset S itself, and for suÆiently large � we get the onvex hull of S, see [8℄. Although a shape is de�nedfor every non-negative real �, there are only �nitely many di�erent subomplexes of D and therefore only�nitely many di�erent �-shapes. It is onvenient to index the �-shapes and �-omplexes by position.Let s be the number of di�erent �-omplexes, denoted C1; C2; : : : ; Cs. For 1 � i � s, the �-shape thatorresponds to the i-th �-omplex is Si = jjCijj. With inreasing index the orresponding �-value alsogrows.For onveniene, de�ne C0 = ; and Cs+1 = T . The sequene C0; C1; : : : ; Cs+1 of simpliial om-plexes is a �ltration whih is a sattered subsequene of the �ltration K0;K1; : : : ;Kn = T , whereKi = f�1; �2; : : : ; �ig, see [8℄. We assume that the simplies of T are ordered so that eah Ki is in-deed a simpliial omplex. For eah simplex �i 2 T , let �(i) be the smallest index ` so that �i 2 C`. Thismeans C�(i) is the smallest �-omplex that ontains Ki, and C�(i) = Ki i� �(i) 6= �(i+ 1).Computing Signatures. The implementation of three-dimensional �-shapes reported in [8℄ inludesa small number of signature funtions that follow the evolution of the �-shape as � inreases from 0 to+1. Let [s℄ denote the set f1; 2; : : : ; sg. By a signature funtion we mean a funtion f : [s℄ ! R thatmaps eah index ` 2 [s℄ to a value f(`) in some range R. For reasons of usefulness the funtion shouldbe de�ned so that f(`) expresses some property of the �-shape S`. For example, f(`) ould express aombinatorial property, suh as the number of triangles bounding S`, or a metri property, suh as thesurfae area of S`.In this setion we are interested in three topologial signature funtions that ount the number ofomponents, independent tunnels, and voids of S`. For 0 � k � 2 de�ne�k : [s℄ �! Zso that �k(`) is the k-th betti number of S`. The homology groups of S` and C` are the same, so�k(`) = �(Hk(C`)). Eah signature funtion, �k, is represented by a linear array, bk[1::s℄.We an now modify the algorithm of setion 5 to ompute the signature funtions �0, �1, and �2 of all�-shapes of S. Phase 1, whih marks the simplies, is exatly the same as in setion 5. The only hangein phase 2 is that for some values of i the omputed betti numbers need to be stored in the appropriateelements of the three arrays.b0[1℄ := b1[1℄ := b2[1℄ := 0;` := 1;for i := 1 to n dok := dim�i;



An Inremental Algorithm for Betti Numbers of Simpliial Complexes on the 3-sphere 11if �i is marked then bk[`℄ := bk[`℄ + 1 else bk�1[`℄ := bk�1[`℄� 1 endif;if ` < s and �(i) 6= �(i+ 1) thenb0[`+ 1℄ := b0[`℄; b1[`+ 1℄ := b1[`℄; b2[`+ 1℄ := b2[`℄; ` := `+ 1endifendfor.Clearly, the asymptoti omplexity of this algorithm is the same as of the algorithm in setion 5. Wethus obtain the main result of this setion.7.1 The signature funtions that map ` 2 [s℄ to the 0-th, 1-st, and 2-nd betti numbers of S` an beomputed in time O(n�(n)) and storage O(n).8 DisussionThis paper presents an inremental method for omputing the betti numbers of a topologial spaerepresented by a simpliial omplex. It is omplete and has an eÆient implementation for simpliialomplexes imbeddable in R3 or S3. The algorithm is an example of how algorithmi tehniques developedfor graphs an be applied and extended to omplexes of dimension higher than one. It is to be hoped thatthis is a step towards a revived interest in algorithmi problems in algebrai topology. As demonstratedin this paper, these algorithms do not neessarily have algebrai avor. Indeed, we see our algorithmas evidene that ombinatorial algorithms an outperform algebrai methods designed to solve the sameproblems.The O(n�(n)) time implementation of the three-dimensional algorithm has been oded and inorpo-rated into a software pakage on alpha shapes. This is available via anonymous ftp from ftp�nsa.uiu.edu.Given a �nite point set in R3, the program omputes signatures, displayed as graphs of one-dimensionalfuntions, that show the betti numbers of the evolving �-shape.The most interesting unanswered question onerns data strutures that give a omplete and aneÆient implementation of our inremental method for simpliial omplexes not imbeddable in S3.Referenes[1℄ P. Alexandro� and H. Hopf. Topologie I. Julius Springer, Berlin, 1935.[2℄ M. Bern. Compatible tetrahedralizations. In \Pro. 9th Ann. Sympos. Comput. Geom. 1993", 281{288.[3℄ T. H. Cormen, Ch. E. Leiserson and R. L. Rivest. Introdution to Algorithms. The MIT Press, Cambridge,Mass., 1990.[4℄ C. J. A. Del�nado and H. Edelsbrunner. An inremental algorithm for betti numbers of simpliial omplexes.In \Pro. 9th Ann. Sympos. Comput. Geom. 1993", 232{239.[5℄ B. R. Donald and D. R. Chang. On the omplexity of omputing the homology type of a triangulation. In\Pro. 32nd Ann. IEEE Sympos. Found. Comput. Si. 1991", 650{661.[6℄ H. Edelsbrunner. Algorithms in Combinatorial Geometry. Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, Germany, 1987.
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